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Services the Campus Offers
● Disability and Wellbeing services including

To find campus demographics, click on the most

counseling services and accommodation

updated Public Sector Equality Duty report

services.

Campus Demographics as of 2020:
● 63.1% of undergraduates identify as Black and
Minority Ethnics (BAME)
● 11.8% of undergraduates reported a disability

●

Access guides to help navigate campus

● Faith Center: Includes information on staff,
religious spaces and events, a religion and
belief guide, along with additional resources.

● 49% of undergraduates identify as female
Student Organizations You Can Join

Notable Projects and Awards

LSE has many student organizations that you can look

London School of Economics is a Stonewall Diversity

into upon having your login credentials. These

Champion, standing for a strong commitment to

organizations include:

inclusivity in regards to gender and sexual orientation.

●

The LGBT+ society of LSE's student union: Provides
welfare and advice for LGBT+ students, organize social
events, talks and debates, civil rights campaigns, and
other events on campus and around London

●

LSE is a Athena SWAN Bronze award winner - an
award acknowledging the efforts and steps taken to

The Feminist Society: Promotes gender equality through

promote gender equality of all genders when it comes

raising awareness and challenging gender discrimination.

to the pay gap, gender representation across

They have a focus on intersectional feminist ideas and

disciplines, and leadership.

strategies.
●

Buddies: Society for those experienced with individuals
with intellectual disabilities, those who want to become

●
●

Currently advancing race equity at LSE through

more involved, and those who just want to learn more.

inclusive education, the race equity innovation fund,

Catholic, Christian, Hindu, Islamic, Jewish, and Sikh

and research to help guide whether practices are

societies

effective at promoting racial equality

Societies for students of various races and ethnicities.

